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1. Stronger trends  
in commodities

2. The rising risk of 
higher inflation

3. Performance 
potential in equity 
bear markets

What’s included?

This quick-read analysis explores three reasons to consider 

managed futures in 2021.

It covers:
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Stronger trends  
in commodities

So far in 2021, there have been strong uptrends in commodity 

markets, with many commentators discussing the possibility of 

a new ‘commodity super cycle’ .

These strong commodity trends are potentially creating 

opportunities for managed futures - and trendfollowing 

strategies in particular.

The majority of managed futures strategies have generated 

positive performance this year, in part by holding long 

positions across a wide range of commodity contracts in the 

energy, metals and agricultural sectors.

Here are the key points.

Uptrends in  
commodity markets 

Rising inflation expectations and an 

improving demand outlook have 

boosted industrial commodities like 

crude oil and copper. Meanwhile, 

agricultural contracts like soybeans and 

corn reached multi-year highs in May 

2021 as strong Chinese demand and 

adverse weather in both the US and 

Brazil helped prices to rise.

Percentage of markets 
trending hits 10-year high

The percentage of markets trending 

is a proprietary measure used by 

Abbey Capital to track the number of 

markets experiencing price trends. 

This measure has historically correlated 

with performance in managed futures. 

In 2021, the percentage of commodity 

markets trending reached its highest 

level in almost 10 years (see Chart 1).

Dynamic risk allocation

Managed futures is a dynamic, 

quantitative investment strategy that 

allocates risk based on the strength 

of price trends and other quantitative 

trading signals. When strong price 

trends emerge in a sector - as we’ve seen 

in commodities in early 2021 - managed 

futures strategies will typically rebalance 

their portfolios and allocate more  

risk to that sector.

Chart 1

100-day average of the percentage of commodity markets trending  

(based on 20 & 120 day moving averages): Jan-2000 to May-2021
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Source: Abbey Capital, Bloomberg. 

This chart examines the diversified set of 55 contracts 
used in the SG Trend Indicator, covering equities, 
fixed income, currencies and commodities. Data 
above is shown from Jan-2000 onwards. Please see 
page 9 for information on the Percentage of Markets 
Trending indicator.



Higher inflation has been a key theme for markets in 2021 

and may continue to be so in the coming years – potentially 

increasing the case for portfolio diversification*. 

This is because higher inflation has historically affected  

the bond-equity correlation, meaning now might be the  

time to consider alternatives to bonds - as explored in our 

recent whitepaper.

Alternative strategies that have performed well in higher 

inflation environments over time - like managed futures -  

may be worth consideration. 

Here’s a quick overview of the current market context.

Higher inflation as the global 
economy reopens 

Reflation has been an important driver of 

market moves in 2021, with significant 

US fiscal stimulus and forecasts of a 

sharp rebound in the global economy. US 

inflation and inflation expectations have 

both increased as a result. US year-over-

year CPI hit a 13-year high in May 2021, 

while inflation expectations reached 

multi-year highs earlier this year.

Bond-equity correlation 
uncertainty

Over the last 20 years, inflation has 

trended lower and bonds and equities 

have been negatively correlated - with 

bonds offsetting equities during equity 

drawdowns. If we see higher levels of 

inflation, this correlation could turn 

positive - as was the case in the 1980s 

and 1990s (see Chart 2). This means 

bonds and equities would be more likely 

to sustain losses at the same time.

Early evidence of  
correlation change 

We have seen some evidence of an 

inflation-led shift in the bond-equity 

correlation already in 2021, with higher 

US yields negatively impacting US stocks 

at times. This coincided with the rolling 

60-day correlation between the S&P 500 

and the US Treasury long bond future 

turning positive, reaching its highest 

level since 2006.

The rising risk of 
higher inflation 

Chart 2

Rolling 36-month correlation between the S&P 500 Index and  

the US Treasury Long Bond Future: Aug-1980 to May-2021
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Source: Abbey Capital, Bloomberg. 

For an explanation of the index referenced please  
go to page 9.

Indices referred to in this document are not directly 
investible, are not based on the entire population of 
equities, hedge funds or CTAs and are not indicative 
of the performance of any particular manager or 
fund. Furthermore, these indices may not be directly 
comparable. As a result there are inherent limitations 
with using these indices for representative purposes 
and the above is shown for illustrative purposes only.
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*Diversification does not assure profit, nor does it protect against a loss.



Low correlation 

Managed futures have historically 

exhibited a correlation of close to zero to 

equities. The ability to hold long and short 

positions across various markets means 

that managed futures strategies can see 

positive returns during periods of equity 

market weakness.

Historical performance  
in equity sell-offs

Over the last three decades, managed 

futures strategies - like bonds - have 

typically been positive when US stocks 

have experienced sharp declines. This 

is not true for all hedge fund strategies; 

many have historically had a positive 

correlation to equities, which may explain 

the underperformance of these strategies 

relative to managed futures during some 

equity drawdowns (see Table 1).

The outlook for bonds 

Historically, the starting level of yields has 

been a good predictor of future returns - 

so lower bond yields could point to lower 

returns in the years ahead. This may 

limit the ability of bonds to continue to 

provide strong returns in equity sell-offs, 

so investors may want to consider other 

strategies - such as managed futures - to 

diversify portfolios*.

Performance potential 
in equity bear markets 

With stock valuations at high levels relative to history, some 

commentators have argued there is a risk of a possible bubble 

in equities.

In this environment of high equity valuations, it may be 

important for investors to prepare for an equity sell-off - and 

identify assets that could outperform during negative periods 

for equities.

With US bond yields at relatively low levels compared to 

previous decades, now might be the right time to consider 

alternative strategies for portfolio diversification*.

Managed futures is one diversification strategy that may be 

worth consideration*. Here’s why.

Table 1

Performance of various US Treasury, managed futures and hedge fund indices during 

the worst ten monthly declines in the S&P 500: Jan-1990 to May-2021

S&P 500 
Index

JP Morgan 
US Treasury Index

Barclay 
CTA Index

HFRI Fund Weighted 
Composite Index

HFRI Equity 
Hedge Index

HFRI Event 
Driven Index

HFRI Relative 
Value Index

1 Oct-08 -16.9% -0.2% 3.4% -6.8% -9.5% -8.2% -8.0%

2 Aug-98 -14.6% 2.8% 5.9% -8.7% -7.7% -8.9% -5.8%

3 Mar-20 -12.5% 3.3% 1.7% -9.1% -10.9% -12.4% -9.8%

4 Sep-02 -11.0% 2.8% 2.4% -1.5% -2.0% -1.5% 0.3%

5 Feb-09 -11.0% -0.6% -0.2% -1.2% -2.2% -1.4% 0.5%

6 Aug-90 -9.4% -1.1% 6.7% -3.5% -1.9% -4.5% -0.5%

7 Feb-01 -9.2% 1.3% -0.6% -2.2% -2.6% -0.4% 1.1%

8 Dec-18 -9.2% 2.3% 0.2% -2.5% -3.8% -2.3% -1.7%

9 Sep-08 -9.1% 0.6% -0.3% -6.1% -8.1% -6.0% -5.9%

10 Jun-08 -8.6% 0.8% 2.0% -1.3% -2.4% -1.6% -0.6%

Average -11.2% 1.2% 2.1% -4.3% -5.1% -4.7% -3.0%

Source: Abbey Capital, Bloomberg. 

Data is shown for this period as it is the earliest  
data available for the HFRI Fund Weighted Composite 
Index. The indices in Table 1 may not be directly 
comparable and are shown for illustrative purposes 
only. See page 9 for a description of indices

Indices referred to in this document are not directly 
investible, are not based on the entire population of 
equities, hedge funds or CTAs and are not indicative 
of the performance of any particular manager or 
fund. Furthermore, these indices may not be directly 
comparable. As a result there are inherent limitations 
with using these indices for representative purposes 
and the above is shown for illustrative purposes only.
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For more analysis from the  
Abbey Capital Markets Team,  
download our recent content  

on the 60-40 portfolio:

QUICK READ

WHITEPAPER

Why now might be the right time to  
reassess the 60-40 portfolio

Low bond yields and the 60-40 portfolio



This document contains information 
provided by or about Abbey Capital 
Limited (“Abbey Capital”). It is for the 
purpose of providing general information 
and does not purport to be full or 
complete or to constitute advice.

Abbey Capital: Abbey Capital is a private 
company limited by shares incorporated 
in Ireland (registration number 327102). 
Abbey Capital is authorised and regulated 
by the Central Bank of Ireland as an 
Alternative Investment Fund Manager 
under Regulation 9 of the European Union 
(Alternative Investment Fund Managers) 
Regulations 2013 (“AIFMD”). Abbey 
Capital is registered as a Commodity Pool 
Operator and Commodity Trading Advisor 
with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (“CFTC”) and is a member 
of the U.S. National Futures Association 
(“NFA”). Abbey Capital is also registered as 
an Investment Advisor with the Securities 
Exchange Commission (“SEC”) in the 
United States of America. Abbey Capital 
(US) LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Abbey Capital. None of the regulators 
listed herein endorse, indemnify or 
guarantee the member’s business 
practices, selling methods, the class or 
type of securities offered, or any specific 
security.

While Abbey Capital has taken reasonable 
care to ensure that the sources of 
information herein are reliable, Abbey 
Capital does not guarantee the accuracy 
or completeness of such data (and same 
may not be independently verified or 
audited) and accepts no liability for 
any inaccuracy or omission. Opinions, 
estimates, projections and information 
are current as on the date indicated on 
this document and are subject to change 
without notice. Abbey Capital undertakes 
no obligation to update such information 
as of a more recent date.

Pursuant to an exemption from the 
CFTC in connection with accounts of 
qualified eligible persons, this report is 
not required to be, and has not been, 
filed with the CFTC. The CFTC, the SEC, 
the Central Bank of Ireland or any other 
regulator have not passed upon the merits 
of participating in any trading programs 
or funds promoted by Abbey Capital, 
nor have they reviewed or passed on the 
adequacy or accuracy of this report.

Risk Factors: Trading in derivatives 
contracts is not suitable for all investors 
given its speculative nature and the 

high level of risk involved, including the 
risk of loss. This brief statement cannot 
disclose all of the risks and other factors 
necessary to evaluate a participation in a 
fund managed by Abbey Capital. It does 
not take into account the investment 
objectives, financial position or particular 
needs of any particular investor. Trading 
in futures is not suitable for all investors 
given its speculative nature and the high 
level of risk involved. Prospective investors 
should take appropriate investment 
advice and inform themselves as to 
applicable legal requirements, exchange 
control regulations and taxes in the 
countries of their citizenship, residence or 
domicile. Investors must make their own 
investment decision, having reviewed 
the applicable fund offering material 
carefully and consider whether trading 
is appropriate for them in light of their 
experience, specific investment objectives 
and financial position, and using such 
independent advisors as they believe 
necessary. The attention of prospective 
investors in any fund managed by Abbey 
Capital is drawn to the potential risks set 
out in the offering material of that fund 
under the heading ‘Risk Factors’.

Where an investment is denominated 
in a currency other than the investor’s 
currency, changes in the rates of exchange 
may have an adverse effect on the value, 
price of, or income derived from the 
investment. Past performance is not a 
guide to future performance. Income from 
investments may fluctuate. The price or 
value of the investments to which this 
report relates, either directly or indirectly, 
may fall or rise against the interest of 
investors and can result in a total loss of 
initial investment. 

Certain assumptions may have been 
made in this analysis, that have 
resulted in the returns detailed 
herein. No representation is made 
that any returns indicated herein will 
actually be achieved.

HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE 
RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT 
LIMITATIONS, SOME OF WHICH 
ARE DESCRIBED BELOW. NO 
REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT 
ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO 
ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR 
TO THOSE SHOWN. IN FACT, THERE 
ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES 
BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL 
PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND THE 
ACTUAL RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY 

ACHIEVED BY ANY PARTICULAR 
TRADING PROGRAM. ONE OF THE 
LIMITATIONS OF HYPOTHETICAL 
PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THAT THEY 
ARE GENERALLY PREPARED WITH THE 
BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, 
HYPOTHETICAL TRADING DOES NOT 
INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK, AND NO 
HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD 
CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE 
IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL 
TRADING. FOR EXAMPLE, THE ABILITY 
TO WITHSTAND LOSSES OR ADHERE 
TO A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM 
IN SPITE OF TRADING LOSSES ARE 
MATERIAL POINTS WHICH CAN ALSO 
ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING 
RESULTS. THERE ARE NUMEROUS 
OTHER FACTORS RELATED TO THE 
MARKETS IN GENERAL OR TO THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF ANY SPECIFIC 
TRADING PROGRAM WHICH CANNOT 
BE FULLY ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE 
PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL 
PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND ALL 
OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT 
ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS. HENCE 
NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE 
THAT ACTUAL PROFITS OR LOSSES WILL 
BE SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN IN THIS 
REPORT.

Customised Solutions: Funds 
structured and managed by Abbey 
Capital are structured as collective 
investment undertakings that fall within 
the AIFMD definition of “alternative 
investment fund”. Abbey Capital 
provides investment management 
services to these funds and not to any 
individual entities that invest in the 
funds

Potential investors are urged to consult 
with their own professional advisors 
with respect to legal, financial and 
taxation consequences of any specific 
investments they are considering in 
Abbey Capital products.

The information herein is not intended 
to and shall not in any way constitute an 
invitation to invest in any of the funds 
managed by Abbey Capital. Any offer, 
solicitation or subscription for interests 
in any of the funds managed by Abbey 
Capital shall only be made pursuant 
to the terms of the relevant offering 
material, including the subscription 
agreement and no reliance shall be 
placed on the information contained 
herein.

Important Information,  
Risk Factors & Disclosures
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Important Information,  
Risk Factors & Disclosures
This document and all of the information 
contained in it is accurate as per date of 
issue, proprietary information of Abbey 
Capital and intended solely for the use 
of the individual or entity to whom it is 
addressed or those who have accessed it 
on the Abbey Capital website. Under no 
circumstances may it be reproduced or 
disseminated in whole or in part without 
the prior written permission of Abbey 
Capital 

Information for investors in the 
European Economic Area: This 
document is not for general circulation 
to the public in the European Economic 
Area (“EEA”). The funds managed by 
Abbey Capital may only be marketed 
in the EEA in accordance with the 
Alternative Investment Fund Managers 
Directive (Directive (2011/61/EU)) 
(“AIFMD”) to Professional Investors, 
as defined in AIFMD, unless otherwise 
permitted by applicable law or 
regulation.}



Barclay CTA Index  
(Start Date: Jan-1987)

The Barclay CTA Index is a leading industry 
benchmark of representative performance 
of commodity trading advisors. There are 
currently 416 programs included in the 
calculation of the Barclay CTA Index. The 
index is equally weighted and rebalanced 
at the beginning of each year. Note that 
the Barclay CTA Index is derived from 
data which is self-reported by investment 
managers based on the performance of 
privately managed funds.

JP Morgan US Government Bond Index 
(Start Date: Jan-1985)

The JP Morgan US Government Index is a 
leading measure of US government bond 
market performance. The Index measures 
the total return of US Treasury securities 
across the whole yield curve.

S&P 500 Index  
(Start Date: March-1957)

The S&P 500 Index is an index of 500 US 
stocks chosen for market size, liquidity 
and industry grouping, among other 
factors. It is a capitalization-weighted 
index of 500 stocks. The index is designed 

to measure performance of the broad 
domestic economy through changes in its 
aggregate market value.

Hedge Fund Research,  
Inc. (“HFRI”) Equity Hedge Index 
(Start Date: Jan-1990)

The index includes investment managers 
who maintain positions both long and 
short in primarily equity and equity 
derivative securities. Strategies can be 
broadly diversified or narrowly focused on 
specific sectors and can range broadly in 
terms of levels of net exposure, leverage 
employed, holding period, concentrations 
of market capitalizations and valuation 
ranges of typical portfolios.

HFRI Event Driven Index  
(Start Date: Jan-1990)

The index includes investment managers 
who maintain positions in companies 
involved in corporate transactions 
of a wide variety such as mergers, 
restructurings, financial distress, tender 
offers, shareholder buybacks, debt 
exchanges, security issuance or other 
capital structure adjustments. Event 
Driven exposure includes a combination 

of sensitivities to equity markets, credit 
markets and idiosyncratic, company 
specific developments.

HFRI Relative Value Index  
(Start Date: Jan-1990)

The index includes investment managers 
who maintain positions in which the 
investment thesis is predicated on 
realisation of a valuation discrepancy in the 
relationship between multiple securities. 
Managers employ a variety of fundamental 
and quantitative techniques to establish 
investment theses, and security types 
range broadly across equity, fixed income, 
derivative or other security types.

HFRI Fund Weighted Composite Index 
(Start Date: Jan-1990)

The HFRI Fund Weighted Composite Index 
is a global, equal-weighted index of over 
1,400 single-manager funds that report to 
HFR Database. Constituent funds report 
monthly net of all fees performance in US 
Dollar and have a minimum of $50 Million 
under management or a twelve (12) month 
track record of active performance. 

Page 3 examines the diversified set of 55 
contracts used in the SG Trend Indicator. 
The SG Trend Indicator is a market-based 
performance indicator designed to have 
a high correlation to the returns of trend 
following strategies.

The sample period is September 2010 to 
January 2021 as this is the range for which 
Abbey Capital have continuous price data 
for all of the 55 contracts used in the SG 
Trend Indicator.

The analysis categorises each market as 
either (i) Trending, (ii) Consolidating/
Reversing or (iii) No Trend using 20-day 

and 120-day moving average crossover 
analysis.

The results are aggregated to calculate 
the percentage of markets in each phase. 
Chart 1 shown on page 3 of this document 
shows the 100-day average percentage of 
markets in a trending phase.

Definition of different market phases:

Trending

If the fast moving average is between the 
price and the slow moving average, the 
market is Trending.

Consolidating/Reversing

If the price is between the moving 
averages, the market is Consolidating. 

If the slow moving average is between the 
price and the fast moving average, the 
market is Reversing.

No Trend 

If the moving averages cross when the 
system is in a Consolidating/Reversing 
phase, the system will return to No Trend 
once the price action crosses either of the 
moving averages. 

Description of Indices

Percentage of Markets Trending -  
Information and assumptions
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